Mitigation Notes:
1) Mitigate all ceiling removal areas shown in dark hatching with bold outline (typ all sheets)
2) See sheet RS-102-1-FP for further mitigation notes.
Mitigation Notes:
1) Mitigate all TSI w/ paper wrap on duct and piping. Assume 20' of insulated piping per coll. Assume all duct work shown for removal contains TSI w/ paper wrap.
2) Assume 30 sq in of drywall mitigation for 6 new thermostat locations.
Mitigation notes:
1. Mitigate all "pop corn" ceiling and drywall in mezzanine area.
2. Mitigate all TSI paper wrap insulation on duct work and piping shown for removal. Assume 20' of piping per coil.
Mitigation Notes:
1. Mitigate all ductwork shown below, where indicated in bold black color.
2. Include 30sq. inches of drywall mitigation for six new t-stat locations.
Mitigation Notes:
1) Mitigate all ductwork shown below, where indicated in bold black line color.
2) Include 16 sq. inches of drywall mitigation for two new t-stat locations.
Mitigation Notes:
1) Remove 30 sq. inches of drywall for six new I-stud locations.
2) Remove white sealant on HVAC ducts. Per boxes/high-lighted areas below.
Mitigation Notes:
1) Remove 16 sq. inches of drywall for two new flat locations.